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Conrad bolsters Instagram 
strategy via Curalate partnership
By Nicole Carlino 
Associate Editor

MCLEAN, VA—With more than 300 
million monthly actives, 30 billion pho
tos shared, 2.5 billion likes daily and an 
average of 70 million photos per day, In
stagram is a powerful tool in any busi
ness’ arsenal. Which is why it makes 
sense that Conrad Hotels & Resorts has 
made the social media site a significant 
part of its engagement platform.

Earlier this year, the brand entered 
into a partnership with Curalate, which 
enables Conrad to utilize the com
pany’s Like2Buy technology. Through 
this, Instagram followers are given a 
direct way to book rooms at each of the 
brand’s 24 properties. Conrad’s photos 
show up in each follower’s feed, and the 
user can click on the Conrad profile and 
follow the link in the profile descrip
tion. From there, a mobile-optimized 
gallery of bookable hotel accommoda
tions is featured for purchase.

“Since travel has become such a pow
erful way to communicate through 
social, Instagram in particular, it made 
perfect sense for the Conrad brand to 
partner with Curalate to integrate the 
Like2Buy technology and explore a 
new e-commerce channel,” said Stuart 
Foster, VP of marketing, Hilton World
wide Luxury Brands. “Since February 
2015, Conrad Hotels & Resorts has 
been using Like2Buy on its Instagram 
channel with the goal of making it easy 
for fans and followers to make the in
spiring photos shared a potential real
ity through just a few simple clicks. The
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brand was actually the first hotel brand 
to leverage the technology.”

Foster noted that this feature is one 
piece of the brand’s Instagram strat
egy. “Smart luxury is at the core of 
Conrad Hotels & Resorts,” he said. “We 
wanted to draw attention to and raise 
awareness of the unique aesthetic at 
our inspiring hotels and resorts, so we 
focused on building momentum via 
a visually driven platform like Insta- 
gram. Since launch, we’ve continuously 
evolved and optimized our Instagram 
strategy. For example, to create stand
out assets, capture the ethos of the 
brand and drive consumer engage
ment, we’ve taken various approaches 
to sourcing stunning and impactful 
imagery.” These include influencer pro
grams like Shop the City by Conrad— 
where locally known tastemakers stay 
at Conrad’s properties and provide a 
curated, organic recap of their experi
ence through their own social handles 
while referencing and tagging the 
hotel—guest re-grams, local hotel pho
tography and brand photography.

The brand’s goal was to grow its 
Instagram audience by 30% in 2014; 
according to Foster, the platform grew 
a total of 106% in that time period. 
“We’ve driven large-scale use of brand
ed hashtags [e.g. #ConradHotels] from 
guests staying at properties world
wide,” he said.

And, how has the Curalate partner
ship added to that? While the company 
does not share booking information 
publicly, Foster said Conrad has seen 
significant growth. “With Curalate, 
we’ve driven more than 3,000 out
bound clicks to our booking site, and 
we’ve also received multiple press 
placements in social media news arti
cles, as well as bookings made directly 
through the platform,” said Foster.
“The Like2Buy feature has been well 
received by fans and followers. In the 
first 30 days of launch, the brand saw 
several thousand click-throughs to the 
booking site. In addition, a strategic 
launch and promotion plan has helped 
generate more than 1,200 tweets and 
9.6 million impressions, and drove our 
highest Instagram acquisition rate to 
date of 9-5% in the first 30 days.

“All of this helped drive a 35% overall

increase in Instagram followers three 
months after launch, and significant 
spikes in brand engagement with no 
paid media support,” continued Foster. 
“In 2015, we’re on pace to greatly exceed 
our growth and engagement goals.” 

Since Conrad and Curalate launched 
the Like2Buy technology, Instagram 
announced changes to its advertising 
strategy. Specifically, the historically 
ad-averse platform will be opening itself 
up to new advertisers, leveraging Face- 
book’s ad infrastructure and platforms, 
and developing a way for consumers to 
take action on sponsored posts—such 
as book a hotel room. When asked 
whether this would impact Conrad’s ap
proach to Instagram, Foster noted, “We 
see emerging forms of social content 
and engagement as central to that phi
losophy, and so we have plans in place 
for the remainder of 2015, including a 
test-and-learn approach to Instagram 
advertising and other emerging forms 
of social commerce.”

However, despite the fact that the 
Like2Buy technology enables direct 
bookings, Foster stressed that this 
isn’t Conrad’s focus when it comes 
to social media. “We’re still in the 
early stages of implementation and 
insights when it comes to user pur
chase behavior on social media, but 
our philosophy is centered less around 
driving direct purchase results and
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more around delivering on our brand 
promise of smart luxury with one-of- 
a-kind experiences, intuitive service 
and infinite connections,” he said.
“We look at it from the perspective of 
how everything we do starts with the 
guest in mind. We offer one-of-a-kind 
experiences with sophisticated, locally 
inspired surroundings, and service 
that is more than personal—it’s intui
tive. Instagram has to help bring that 
to life and engage consumers.” HB
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